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Abstract 

The 't Hooft expansion of SU(N) Chern-Simons theory on 
S'3 is proposed to be exactly dual to the topological closed string 
theory on the S2 blow up of the conifold geometry. The B- 
field on the S2 has magnitude iV^ = A, the 't Hooft coupling. 
We are able to make a number of checks, such as finding exact 
agreement at the level of the partition function computed on 
both sides for arbitrary A and to all orders in 1/7V.  Moreover, 
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it seems possible to derive this correspondence from a linear 
sigma model description of the conifold. We propose a picture 
whereby a perturbative D-brane description, in terms of holes 
in the closed string worldsheet, arises automatically from the 
coexistence of two phases in the underlying U(l) gauge theory. 
This approach holds promise for a derivation of the AdS/CFT 
correspondence. 

1    Introduction 

The large N limit of gauge theories has been much studied since 't Hooft 
[30], in the hope of a string description. The essential idea is the follow- 
ing: when the 't Hooft coupling A = QYM^ ^ 1 we have ai1 ordinary 
Feynman diagram description (with each diagram viewed as a Riemann 
surface with many holes). The proposal has been that, in the strong 
coupling limit A » 1, there exists a closed string description (the holes 
being somehow filled in or condensed). A concrete and well studied 
example of this is large iV 2d Yang-Mills [17] where a quasi-topological 
closed string description [9] emerges at large iV . Some tentative at- 
tempts were also made in a similar direction for large N Chern-Simons 
theory [26], [10]. Recently, the large iV limits of certain non-trivial su- 
perconformal gauge theories have been concretely proposed to be closed 
superstrings on AdS x M backgrounds [21], [18], [36]. Extensions of 
the proposal in various directions as well as many non-trivial tests have 
been successfully carried out. 

The aim of this paper is twofold: First, we propose a new duality - 
the large N limit of SU(N) Chern-Simons theory on Ss is exactly the 
same as an N = 2 topological closed string on the S2 blow up of the 
conifold geometry. Since both sides of the duality have been relatively 
well studied, we can compare, for instance, the partition functions on 
both sides. We find a strikingly exact match for all A (which plays 
the role of 1/a') and to all orders in 1/iV. (In [14] , we had computed 
the closed string partition function for the S2 blowup geometry of the 
conifold using M-theory, and had partially anticipated the connection 
to Chern-Simons theory which we fully develop here.) We are also able 
to successfully compare the coupling of the gauge theory to gravity, 
with quantities on the closed string side. This will also exhibit the by 
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now familiar UV/IR relation [28] . Though we have not made a de- 
tailed comparison, observables such as Wilson loops in the gauge theory 
(which compute knot invariants) should be given by holomorphic sur- 
faces in the S2 blown up geometry with a boundary which approaches 
a knot configuration on the 53 at infinity. 

This conjecture is very much in the spirit of the AdS/CFT corre- 
spondence in that the S3 Chern-Simons theory has a topological open 
string description where we put iV (topological) 3-branes on an 53 in- 
side a conifold T*53 background [33]. And the dual description we 
propose, is in terms of the same topological string, but now with no 
open strings, and on a modified background with parameters depending 
on A = gsN. In our case, the complexified area t of the S*2 (i.e. with the 
B-field as its imaginary part) has the identification t = igsN = iX. In- 
tuitively, one can think of the 52 as arising from the cotangent direction 
of T*^3 and corresponds to the two-sphere surrounding the positions 
of the 3-branes in this transverse "it!3". One may also arrive at this 
correspondence, as we will explain in section 3, by considering the cou- 
pling of the Chern-Simons theory to gravity in the bulk. This will be 
seen to be quite similar to the way in which the conformal anomaly of 
the N = 4 Super Yang-Mills manifests itself on the gravity side. 

However, here we can actually do more: We suggest a simple deriva- 
tion of this correspondence by considering a 2d QFT on the closed string 
side, which flows in the IR to the conformal field theory on the world- 
sheet. Examining this QFT in the limit gsN oc t —> 0, we find that 
there are two coexisting phases. In one phase ("Coulomb") the theory 
is free abelian in the IR and can be integrated out, leaving "holes" on 
the worldsheet. While in the other ("Higgs"), it is non-trivial and gives 
the bulk of the worldsheet theory. Moreover the worldsheet fields in 
the Higgs phase, satisfy Dirichlet conditions at the boundaries, which 
gives rise to an equivalent D-brane description in this limit. 

This story parallels a similar one in the study of superstring vacua: 
The correspondence (duality) between Landau-Ginzburg/Calabi-Yau 
sigma models [16], [24] was explained in [35] by studying a one param- 
eter family of 2d QFTs with extra degrees of freedom in the UV. The 
resulting CFT's in the IR provide a smooth interpolation between the 
two descriptions. In fact, the 2d QFT (linear sigma model) description 
of the S2 resolution of the conifold, which we use in this paper, was 
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already proposed in [35]. This linear sigma model is just a U(l) gauge 
theory with a single phase, the Higgs phase, when t ^ 0. As t -> 0 
the Coulomb branch also opens up. Moreover, the topological string 
amplitudes, which are dominated by both non-linear sigma model in- 
stant ons and U(l) gauge instantons (vortex configurations), consist in 
this limit of only the latter. These vortices, which, in the generic Higgs 
phase, are point-like in the IR limit, can, in the A = 0 limit, have an 
arbitrary size. It is the "core" of these vortex lines that we will identify 
with the filled holes of worldsheet D-branes. We believe this procedure 
of replacing D-brane rules of worldsheet amplitudes in terms of a closed 
string theory description is bound to have other applications.1 In par- 
ticular, it might be possible to prove the AdS/CFT conjectures along 
such lines. 

The organization of this paper is as follows: In section 2 we state the 
large N conjecture for SU(N) Chern-Simons theory on S'3. In section 
3 we perform the above mentioned explicit checks on this conjecture 
as well as provide further rationales for it. In section 4 we outline a 
derivation of this correspondence in terms of the 2-d linear sigma model. 
Finally in section 5 we make suggestions for some generalizations of the 
ideas presented here. 

2    The Conjecture 

Before going into the details of the particular conjecture which is the 
subject of this paper, it will be useful to set out some generalities 
regarding the open string description of large iV gauge theories and 
their conjectured relation to a closed string dual. This will also help 
in highlighting the similarities between our present conjecture and the 
AdS/CFT ones. 

Take any large N gauge theory containing only fields in the adjoint. 
The perturbative Feynman diagrams that contribute to the free energy 

1The idea of condensing Dirichlet holes using extra degrees of freedom on the 
worldsheet, was already anticipated in [15] (as was pointed out to us by Albion 
Lawrence). Even though the precise description we find differs from theirs, (we 
have a two phase system which generates the surfaces with holes), there are some 
resemblances between the two approaches. 
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(or more generally, gauge invariant correlation functions) admits the 
following 't Hooft organization: 

F=   J2   Cg,hN
hK29-2+h=   Yl   Cg>hN

2-2°\2°-2+h.        (1) 

Here K is the ordinary gauge coupling (#yM for a Yang-Mills theory 
and j^zE- in the Chern-Simons theory), while A = KN is the 't Hooft 
coupling which is held fixed in the large iV limit. In writing Eqn. (1) 
, we have used the fact that a Feynman diagram in the double line 
notation can be thought of as a triangulation of a closed Riemann 
surface. Thus, in a diagram with h faces, V vertices and E edges, we 
get the factor of NhKE-v. 

This also looks like an open string expansion on worldsheets with 
g handles and h boundaries. The double line notation is here seen as 
representing the world lines of the endpoints of the open string. In fact, 
in the case of Chern-Simons theory on a 3-dimensional manifold M, 2 

it was shown by Witten [33] that the coefficient Cg,h = Zg^ where Zg,h 

is the partition function of an open string theory on a worldsheet with 
g handles and h boundaries. The theory in this case is the A-model 
topological open string theory with N "topological" D-branes on M in 
an ambient six dimensional target space T*M. 

A similar thing happens in N = 4 Super Yang-Mills in d = 4. 
(Though the free energy vanishes here due to supersymmetry, corre- 
lation functions have a similar expansion. The C^'s will now carry 
momentum dependence as well.) This theory arises as the low energy 
limit of Type IIB open strings in flat space with a background of iV 
D-3 branes. And we can once again identify the genus g and holes h of 
the gauge theory diagram with those of the worldsheet. 

In all these cases, one might ask as to what happens when one 
carries out the sum over the holes h in Eqn. (1) (or the appropriate 
generalization). We expect something of the form 

F = Y,N2-29F9(\), (2) 
9-0 

2Chern-Simons theory on M is defined via the action Scs = 4Z fu^^dA + 
\A3). See [34] for further details. 
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which is more like a closed string expansion. The question, since 't 
Hooft, has been: what is this closed string theory?3 Maldacena has 
proposed an answer in the case of N = 4 SU(N) Super Yang-Mills. It 
is closed IIB string theory on a background which is AdS^ x S'5 with an 
RR field and a curvature scale set by A and with gs oc jj. Despite all 
the remarkable amount of evidence for it, we do not yet have a direct 
demonstration of this statement. We note the striking feature of this 
conjecture that by the time we have summed over all the holes the 
background has transmuted from D3 branes in flat R10, to the curved 
AdSs x S5 without any branes. In both regimes, there exists a string 
theory description and this conjecture can be viewed as a statement 
about a 2d QFT on the worldsheet which interpolates between them. 

Here, we will propose an answer for the case of SU(N) Chern- 
Simons theory on S3. The claim is that it is exactly dual to the A-model 
topological closed string theory on the S2 resolved conifold geometry. 
Let us first briefly review what this means. 

The A-model topological closed string theory on a Calabi-Yau man- 
ifold M is described by a "twisted" sigma model on M [32]. This enor- 
mously simplifies the theory and the contribution to the string path 
integral comes solely from holomorphic maps X(z) onto M. Besides 
the constant maps, these consist of 'instantons' which are topologically 
nontrivial mappings from the genus g worldsheet onto two dimensional 
surfaces in M. We will write down the resulting structure of the parti- 
tion function for genus g in the next section, when we make a detailed 
comparison. The other feature of the topological A-model that we will 
need is that it is independent of the complex structure deformations of 
M and depends only on the kahler ones. The particular Calabi-Yau M 
that we are proposing in our dual is the local geometry near a conifold 
singularity which has been resolved by an g2. We will be led to the 
identification of A with the B-field flux through the S'2 and gs = ^. 

As we mentioned earlier, the SU(N) Chern-Simons theory itself 
arises from the open string version of the topological A-model in the 

3 In carrying out this sum we have assumed the existence of a radius of con- 
vergence. This is by no means obvious, 't Hooft has established nice convergence 
properties for planar diagrams in a number of field theories [31] . And we will explic- 
itly see this for all genus in the Chern-Simons theory. But even with a finite radius 
of convergence we could run up against the issue of a phase transition separating 
the perturbative and the stringy regime [11]. 
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presence of D-branes. In fact, the A-model open string theory on the 
Calabi-Yau T*^3 with Dirichlet boundary conditions on the Ss gives 
rise to the SU(N) gauge theory on S3 in the manner outlined below 
Eqn. (1). The T*S3 geometry happens to be the other side of the 
conifold. In other words when the singularity has been resolved by 
an Ss. So we see that, just as in the AdS/CFT cases, summing over 
holes has made the original T*^ undergo the conifold transition to the 
resolved geometry with no branes. (See Fig. 1.) 

Figure 1: The geometry of T*^3 with an S'3 of finite size goes into an 
S2 resolved geometry after the conifold transition. 

As the figure indicates, the geometry of the conifold is essentially 
like a cone with a base which is topologically S2xS3. In the S*2 resolved 
geometry on the right, the space at infinity is S'2 x S'3 with the S2 of 
finite size. This is like the analogous S5 of the Maldacena conjecture. 
The gauge theory itself can be thought of as living on the large S'3. In 
fact one can push the analogy even further: In the AdS5 x S5 description 
of iV = 4 Yang-Mills, (in Euclidean version) the boundary is S'4 x 55 

with the radial direction of AdS^ filling in the S4. In the weak coupling 
regime, the boundary is still S* x S5 but the difference is that now it 
is the S*5 that gets filled. So in some sense there is already a conifold 
like transition in the iV = 4 Yang-Mills as well, when we go from weak 
to strong coupling. In fact, Fig.l for the conifold is topologically also 
accurate for this case if we replace S3 —> S4 and S2 —> S5. 

More detailed aspects of the conifold geometry and its blow up will 
be discussed in section 4. Here we would like to remark that, in a 
certain geometrical sense we are exactly at the transition point. On 
the gauge theory side the amplitudes do not depend on the size of the 
S'3 (as it is topological) and so we can take it to have shrunk to zero 
size. On the closed string side, the actual area of the S2 is zero - it 
is only the B-field which is turned on. This will prove important in 
deriving the D-brane rules from the closed string theory description, as 
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we will see in section 4. 

Let us remark in passing that this conjecture provides an example 
of a closed string dual of a non-supersymmetric gauge theory that lives 
in three (rather than one) higher dimensions. 

2.1    Wilson Loop Observables 

Next we turn our attention to Wilson loops in the Chern-Simons theory 
which are the celebrated knot polynomials [34]. Consider a loop T in S3 

and the Wilson loop observable of the Chern-Simons theory (W(F)) — 
(TrPexp(i Jr A)) in the fundamental representation of SU(N). We can 
generalize this by considering arbitrary representations as well as an 
arbitrary number of Wilson loops. For simplicity let us restrict our 
attention to a single loop in the fundamental representation. We would 
like to give a prescription for computing it on the closed string side. In 
order to do this, we will need some facts about the topological A-model 
on worldsheets with boundary, which we will now review. 

It is known that the boundary should be mapped onto a Lagrangian 
3-dimensional submanifold C3 C M of the Calabi-Yau 3-fold [33]. Being 
Lagrangian means that the Kahler form k vanishes when restricted to 
C3. As we said earlier, the path-integral in the A-model is dominated 
by holomorphic Riemann surfaces. Then the condition that these end 
on a Lagrangian submanifold implies that the neighborhood near the 
boundary is mapped to a half cylinder which is orthogonal to C3. 

Let / be an isolated holomorphic map from the worldsheet E to the 
Calabi-Yau M with one boundary on C3. The fact that it is holomor- 
phic implies that the area is given by 

Ap) = [ /•(*) 

where f*(k) denotes the pull back of k on the worldsheet. Such a map 
will have a contribution of ±exp(—A) to the partition function (the 
± is determined by certain ratio of determinants [33] ). Now, given 
another holomorphic map /', with a similar ±exp(—A') contribution, 
let us look at the difference A' - A. Let 7 and 7' denote the boundaries 
of E and E' in C3 respectively. Consider a 2-dimensional submanifold 
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B2 C C3, whose boundary is dB2 = 7 - 7' and the closed 2-surface 
E, in M; E = /(E) + S2 + /(E7). It is easy to see that with opposite 
orientations on /(E) and /(E'), the boundary of E is empty. Let us 
consider the integral of k on E: 

fk=-A+[ 
Jt JE 

k + A' - A' - A 
B2 

where we have used the fact that B2 G C3 and that k vanishes on C3. 
Thus, we learn that the difference A1 — A is given by the integral of k 
on a closed 2-cycle E in M, which is thus quantized. In particular, if 
we have only one Kahler class, parameterized by the Kahler parameter 
t, then 

A! - A = nt 

for some integer n. 

With these preliminaries we are now ready to define a prescription 
for the computation of W{T) in the 52 blown up geometry. As in [22] 
it is natural to consider worldsheets whose boundary is a loop F living 
on the boundary of the space. In our case the boundary is topologically 
S2 x S3. Fix a large 53 of size A on the boundary, which we take to 
be a Lagrangian submanifold. We consider holomorphic maps from the 
worldsheet with boundary and require the boundary to lie in S\, and 
that the boundary intersect S\ on the knot F (or on a knot isotopic 
to F)4. This is our proposal for computing Wilson loop observables on 
the closed string side. 

Note that the area A of surfaces ending on S\ will depend on A. 
Moreover, as A —> 00 this area will diverge. However the difference 
between two surfaces ending on Ss will be independent of A and finite, 
as explained above. Thus the proposed topological A-model observables 
are well defined up to an overall multiplication by exp(—Ao(A)). This 
is in fact to be expected, since on the Chern-Simons side, the Wilson 
loop observables are divergent due to UV singularities. They can be 
regularized by a choice of point splitting, known as 'framing' the knot 

4 Actually, the condition that the boundary be mapped to a fixed curve F is too 
strong [29] and no such holomorphic map would generically exist. It seems more 
natural to fix the knot type F in 5^. And then require that the boundary of the 
worldsheet be any loop F' which is smoothly deformable to F (i.e. F' and F are 
equivalent knots) 
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[34]. Different framings alter W(r) by multiplicative factors which we 
are now identifying with the choice in the overall area subtraction. In 
which case, remembering the quantization of area differences, we have 
the proposal 

(W(r)) = exp(-Ao)     }2     Mds)29-1 exp(-ni) (3) 
a/n(E5)-r 

where fn are holomorphic maps from a surface Eg of genus g with 
one boundary on T. If the holomorphic curves come in families one is 
expected to compute certain integrals over the moduli space of such 
curves, and the sum above should be understood in that sense. In the 
next section we will see some evidence that knot invariants on Ss do 
indeed have this structure. 

3    Checks of the Conjecture 

The most striking check of this conjecture is the matching of the free 
energies. In other words, the genus g contribution in 2 of the Chern- 
Simons theory, will precisely match the genus g partition function of 
the closed string theory on the S'2 resolved geometry. Next, we con- 
sider the anomalous gravitational coupling of the Chern-Simons theory 
and relate it to a similar "anomaly" on the closed string side. Finally, 
we also consider Wilson loop observables on the gravity side. In this 
case, since the configuration of holomorphic maps of interest have not 
been previously studied, we cannot check the statements in detail. We 
will, however, demonstrate that the structure of the knot invariants 
agrees with the general structure expected from the computations on 
the closed string side. Moreover, having gained confidence in our con- 
jecture, we can instead turn this around and propose a reformulation of 
knot invariants in terms of a summation over minimal surfaces bound- 
ing the knot. 

3.1    The Free Energy 

The exact free energy of the SU(N) Chern-Simons theory on S'3 [26] 
can be expanded in an 't Hooft expansion in a fairly straightforward 
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way. The main point to be remembered is that the bare 't Hooft cou- 
pling Xb = ^y- is finitely renormalized to A = ^^ (as follows from the 
renormalization of k [34]). The free energy contribution to N2~29, writ- 
ten in the open string expansion of Eqn. (1), is (see appendix of [14] 
for details; here we will define our free energy via Z = e~~F', differing in 
overall sign from [14]) 

W) = 
2p-2+2p' 

Xg i+>E«*-'+»(*-i+*)(s)' (4) 

for g > 1 5. Therefore the coefficients Cg^ = Zg^ in 1 have the simple 
form 

2C(2g-2 + 2p). 
^g,2p - -Xg,2p      r27r\2g-2+2p      '       U9,2p+l - U- {^) 

Here 

X9,h   -   (-i)   (^        h        J 

X3 = ^(^ry-^ 
(6) 

2g(2g - 2) 

is the Euler characteristic of the moduli space of Riemann surfaces with 
genus g and h punctures. 

The similar answer for genus zero and one (the coefficients of TV2 

and N0 respectively) takes the form 

F(M-3     hnA    vC(2p-2)   (A)*-' f0(A)____lnA_^ ______ (7) 

2p 

(8) ™~£:*^(A) 
P=l M \ / 

The sum over the number of holes h — 2p can be carried out in all 
these cases. 

5Note that the exact Chern-Simons expression has a A independent term. This 
and the In A terms in Fo,i are present in the appendix of [14] but were not interpreted 
there. 
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Genus zero: The sum in Eqn. (7) can be carried out (after taking 

two derivatives and rewriting ((2m) = X)n=i n^)- 

N2Fo(X) -C(3) + iy A -i(m + -] 7rA2+ 

i\3     ^ 
00   e-in\ 

12 
71=1 

n0 (9) 

(the integer m in the above expression is not uniquely fixed-this is 
also echoed on the closed string side as we will note below). With the 
identifications, gs = ^ (the i comes from the i in the Chern-Simons 
action) and t = iX for the complexified Kahler parameter for the S2, 
our answer reads as 

r _ 1 
-M) — ~7 

IT2 ( 1 
itt T^ + E 12 

0—nt 

n* 
(10) 

Let us compare this with a general genus 0 topological string am- 
plitude for a Calabi-Yau with one Kahler class [8] 

A) — —z 
9s 

-|C(3) - -g-C2t + iTrat2 - C- + 2^dm—exp(-nmt) 

(11) 

Here x is the Euler characteristic of the manifold6, C2 the second 
Chern class (more precisely, it is C2t = f k A C2 that appears here [19]) 
and C is the classical self-intersection number for the Kahler class (i.e. 
Cts = fM k A fc A k). Also dm denotes the number of primitive degree m 
holomorphic spheres, and n labels the multi-covering of the basic ones. 
The quantity a in the above formula does not have a known topological 
interpretation; However for the case of Calabi-Yau with one modulus, 
it is predicted [19] that a = C/2 mod Z.7 

6The coefficient C(3) § ^as ^s origin 'm the R4 term of type II strings. 
7From the viewpoint of closed string theory, only the third derivative and higher 

of !Fo (and first and higher of Fi) refer to physical quantities. However, mirror 
symmetry naturally dictates the above form [19] . 
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The various terms in our expression 10 are now easily recognized! 
Let us first recall that in the S'2 resolved geometry there is only one 
primitive holomorphic sphere and it is of degree one, so that di = 1 
and di = 0 for i > 0. Moreover, we are led to the identifications: 

C = ^        C2 = -l,        x = 2. 

To compare these quantities with those in our S2 blown up geometry, we 
have to recall that, for non-compact manifolds, some of these quantities 
are naively divergent and have to be carefully regularized. (This point 
will be crucial to the discussion in the next subsection). But we can 
nevertheless see why these assignments are natural for our geometry. 
The formal continuation of t -> —t corresponds to a "flop" of the 
blow up geometry, under which the self-intersection number, of the S'2, 
undergoes a down shift by 1 [35], [2]. By requiring that the above 
expansion be valid on both sides of the flop, we fix C = 1/2 (note that 
t3 is odd under t -> —t). A similar argument shows [20] that under 
the flop f C2 A k goes up by 2t which fixes f k A C2 = — t as a valid 
formula on both sides of the flop. The value of x — 2 is also natural: 
X is twice the difference between the number of Kahler and complex 
deformations. In the case at hand, we have only one of the former and 
none of the latter, giving x — 2. Note that x does not change under a 
flop, as expected. 

Genus one: The genus one answer, 8 can also be easily written in 
closed form as 

iV^M^A + ^lna-e-^) (12) 

Once again, with the above identifications we get 

^i^+^Ml-e-')- (13) 

Again, we should compare this with the genus one answer of [5] 
(specialized to the case that there are no g > 0 holomorphic curves) 

^-H'+^E^Ml-e-"*) (14) 
m 
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In our case, with the di = Sn and C2 = — 1 as above, 14 reduces 
precisely to 13. 

Genus g > 1: And finally, the non-trivial structure of higher genus 
terms (the sum over p in 4 is carried out in [14]) is captured in 

N2-29F9(X) 

x 

N\2~2g 

f)    (-irlx 

(_iri   K(2g-2)_    T i 

(15) 

(27r) 29-2 
neZ 

(A + 27rn)2ff-2 

which after rewriting the sum and translating into closed string 
variables reads as 

T - a29'2 
{     j     X9  (27r)2s-2        2^-3)!^ 

-nt (16) 

The structure of the closed topological string anticipated in this 
case is [6] : 

^ = a2r2 
A
 JMo 

-nt (17) 

The first term in brackets is the contribution from constant maps 
- the whole worldsheet is mapped to a point. Here c^_1 is a certain 
characteristic class on the moduli space of genus g Riemann surfaces. 
The second term corresponds to the contribution of genus g curves 
covering the sphere n times and an are some universal coefficients. 
The contribution fM c^ from constant maps was recently obtained 
using the M-theory/ type IIA correspondence [14] and by using type 
IIA/heterotic duality [23] to be exactly given by 

/ 4-1 = (-ir1*. 
2C(2ff-2) 
(27r)^-2  ' 

With the x = 2 in our case, we see that the first term in (17) matches 
with the first term in (16). This term has a simple physical interpre- 
tation [14]. It is seen as coming from a one loop integrating out (a la 
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Schwinger) of charged zero branes in the physical IIA theory on the 
Calabi-Yau. The integral fM c^_1 was also derived via a direct com- 
putation by mathematicians [12]. The coefficients an, corresponding 
to the contribution from multiply wound higher genus curves over 52, 
were also derived using the Schwinger one-loop computation [14]. The 
final answer exactly matches that predicted in (16) (compare with Eqn. 
(3.3) in [14]). In fact, the form of the second term presented in (15) 
is that obtained by integrating out bound states of S2 wrapped two 
branes and zero branes in the physical IIA theory. The an have again 
been computed directly by mathematicians [12] and the result agrees 
with that obtained from the Schwinger computation. Thus once again 
the large N free energy agrees fully with the topological string partition 
function on the S2 blow up! 

3-2    The Coupling to Gravity 

While the above detailed agreement of the free energies should convince 
even hard-boiled skeptics, we can actually match a few more quantities. 
In fact we can ask as to how the topological branes couple to gravity, 
which is after all the reason why the geometry is altered. 

Formally one expects that the Chern-Simons theory is independent 
of the background metric. Indeed, the classical Lagrangian is back- 
ground independent. However, it was shown in [34] that there can be 
a coupling at the quantum level via the gravitational Chern-Simons 
term. It was argued that, in a particular regularization one would need 
to add the gravitational Chern-Simons term as a counterterm in order 
for the Chern-Simons partition function to be purely topological. In 
other words, the free energy of Chern-Simons theory Fes is 

Fcs = FTop + i7r^I(uj) (18) 

where 

/(CJ) = — /   Tr (udu + -u3 

3 

is the gravitational Chern-Simons action in terms of u which is the 
spin connection and c is the central charge of the SU(N) WZW CFT 
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at level k, 

This result was motivated in [34] from a one-loop calculation. It 
has also been confirmed at the two loop level [3]. Furthermore, it was 
conjectured in [33] that this should be the only coupling between the 
closed string sector of the topological A-model with the open string 
sector that gives rise to the Chern-Simons theory. 

The divergences in perturbative gauge theory which give rise to 
the gravitational coupling come from the ultraviolet. In the spirit of 
AdS/CFT correspondence one expects this to show up as an IR effect 
on the closed string side [28] . Indeed, there are such potential IR 
divergences. Consider, for example, topological A-model at genus one. 
It was shown in [5] that the leading term in the large area limit involves 
a term 

^"24 
— / k A tr(jR A R) + .. 

For compact manifolds this is a topological invariant in the form of 
^j / k AC2 where C2 is the second Chern class of the manifold. However, 
for manifolds with boundary this is not a topological invariant. This is 
similar to the better known case of J R on 2-manifolds with boundaries, 
where it is no longer a topological invariant unless we add a boundary 
term. In the case at hand, the boundary is topologically S3 x S2 and 
it is the quantity 

[ kAc2-*-^ j kA tr(i? A R) -  f I(u)) f k (20) 

which is topological, where the S2 x S'3 is identified with the boundary of 
the blow up geometry of the conifold. To see the topological invariance 
of this quantity, one uses the relation Tr(i2 A it!) = dLcsi^)- This 
implies that the topological closed string theory also has an "anomaly" 
on non-compact manifolds - one obtains a surface term which depends 
on the boundary metric. 

*i = ^T* + ^m fs2 k. (21) 
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This matches the structure we found in the Chern-Simons theory Eqn 
(18). Note that the dependence of the coefficient in (18), (19) predicts 
a genus 0 (the iV2 term) as well as a genus 1 contribution (N0 term). 
Let us first consider the genus 1 contribution and compare it with what 
we are finding from the topological string theory at genus 1. To match 
the coefficient, we first need to shift A —> A + 27r in Eqn (19).8 We then 
see that the coefficient of N0

I(UJ) is i-^ matching that in (21), with 
the identification t = fs2 k = iX. Thus, the gravitational coupling has 
given us an independent derivation of this identification, or depending 
on your view, another check. Note that it is crucial that the group is 
SU(N) rather than U(N) for this match to work. This is also similar 
to what has been found in the AdS/CFT correspondences [36]. 

But we also have a genus zero contribution in Eqn. (19), i.e. 

SgravFo - - gf*(A + 27r)2A/(a;) (22) 

where we have kept in mind the shift in A and that (y)2 = -\. We 
firstly note that there is no constant term, signifying that we do not 
get an I(CJ) contribution from regularizing the Euler character term in 
(11). But we do have a linear term like in genus one which comes from 
the corresponding linear term in (11). Noting the substitution in (20), 
we see that the closed string again has the anomalous contribution 

^0 = -~tI(Lj). 
9s 6 

This is again exactly what we see on the Chern-Simons theory side in 
the linear term of Eqn. (22). The quadratic term was anyhow ambigu- 
ous and did not seem to have a topological meaning. The cubic term 
in (22) is presumably seen on the closed string side after regularizing 
the topological C — f k Ak Ak term. It would be interesting to verify 
this. 

To summarize, we find that the gravity counterterms in the gauge 
theory are reflected in similar non-topological infrared contributions 

8This is the shift of the B-field by 27r. The instanton terms in brackets in (12) and 
(9) are obviously invariant under this shift. It is easy to check that the topologically 
meaningful coefficients of the constant, the linear and the cubic terms in (9) are 
also left unchanged. The only changes are in the anyway ambiguous quadratic and 
constant terms in To and Ti respectively. 
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on the closed string side. The anomalous coupling to gravity in Chern- 
Simons theory may be thought of as a simple analogue of the conformal 
anomaly in a conformal field theory which, again, arises from the reg- 
ularization of UV divergences. In the AdS/CFT correspondence, the 
conformal anomaly in iV = 4 SYM was seen on the AdS side as an in- 
frared effect coming from the necessity of truncating the AdS5 to finite 
size and choosing a particular conformal structure [36], [27]. This very 
closely parallels our discussion above in the topological framework. We 
note that the central charge which measures the conformal anomaly in 
these cases also had only genus zero and one contributions (of which 
only the genus zero or supergravity contribution has been verified). 

3.3    Wilson Loops 

Being a topological gauge theory, the local observables of Chern-Simons 
theory are trivial. The absence of local degrees of freedom in the gauge 
theory is nicely matched with the absence of a physical graviton in 
the dual closed string theory.9 Instead, one can consider Wilson loop 
observables in the Chern-Simons theory. In the previous section, we 
made the conjecture that these are evaluated on the closed string theory 
side by summing over holomorphic maps ending on any loop, in the 
boundary S'3, which is isotopic to the given loop. If this is true, then 
there is a non-trivial zero'th order check: if we take the most general 
knot invariant on the Chern-Simons side and expand it in the large N 
limit, does it admit being written in the form 3 , that we expect on 
the closed string side? This is what we will verify here, leaving the 
more detailed checks for later. Indeed, (W(r)) for SU(N) give the 
knot invariants [34] studied by mathematicians. More precisely, it is 
the HOMFLY polynomial [1] which is traditionally written in terms of 2 
variables, Pr(q,z) with q = e^+^ and z = 2zsin(^^:). It is interesting 
that when expressed in terms of closed string variables, these precisely 
parametrize the two independent quantities 

q = exp I - J ,        z = 2i Sm(g8/2). 

For instance, for the simplest loop C which is topologically trivial 
9However one can write down a topological gravity theory corresponding to it, 

known as "Kahler Gravity" [7]. 
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not knotted at all, the answer is 

™ " ^- W <23> 
=   e1^ n - ~-*\ I - -L V^ .. «2*+i 

5s        A;=0 

where the c^'s are some coefficients involving the Bernoulli numbers. 
This certainly looks like the instanton sum in 3, with the leading term 
coming from the disc (the — term) and higher order terms being the 
analogue of the degenerate higher genus contributions that we saw in 
the partition function. We also see that there are only contributions 
with n = 0,1 coming with opposite signs. The overall factor can be 
thought of as the framing ambiguity mentioned in Sec.3 . It would be 
interesting to understand all these features more precisely.10 

For a general knot, the answer on the gauge theory side follows from 
the skein relations shown in figure 2. 

Figure 2: The skein relations. 

The figure depicts manipulations on knots that can be performed 
at every crossing. The skein relations should be viewed as the Chern- 
Simons analog of the loop equations studied in connection with Wilson 
loops. These relations can be used inductively to evaluate (W(r)) in 
terms of the simple loop average above. We see that we get extra factors 
of z (or gs) when we increase the number of disjoint components by the 
operation on the right hand side. Therefore, the leading term in W(T) 

10 Already the answer for the trivial knot given above seems suggestive: If we can 
deform the knot at infinity to a circle over S2, the two contributions at the level of 
the disc should correspond to which way one wraps around S2 as one bounds the 
circle. Moreover a disc with handles attached would need to have moduli, in order 
to reproduce the Sin contribution in the denominator. In fact this is very much 
reminiscent of the Schwinger-like contribution which gives the contribution of maps 
from higher genus to sphere, in that it is roughly speaking, a square root of it. 
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for a single component loop will always be 0(—), as expected from a 
disc. The expansion will also have an odd parity with respect to z, i.e. 
with only odd powers of gs. Finally, using the skein relation and (23) 
it is possible to convince oneself that only even powers of q appear in 
^(F) for a single loop (upto an overall ga). Noting that q = e*, this 
has exactly the structure of (3) upto the overall framing ambiguity. 

The Linear Sigma Model and Deriva- 
tion of the Large N/Gravity Correspon- 
dence 

As we reviewed in Sec. 3, for gauge theories arising from D-branes, 
there are two limits which are relatively simple. One is the limit when 
A = gsN —> 0 and the other when A 3> 0. Both limits are conjectured to 
be described by the same underlying string theory with the same small 
g8, but with a modified geometry. Thus, this is not really an S-duality. 
Rather, it is closer in spirit to the different worldsheet descriptions 
that appear in different regions of target space parameters, as in Calabi- 
Yau/Landau-Ginzburg duality. And one would hope to be able to prove 
this duality along similar lines. Having said that, we should point out 
an important difference. A closed string sigma model description when 
A 3> 0 is somehow going over to an open string one by the time A —t 0. 
In other words, holes develop on the originally closed string world sheet. 
Is there an underlying dynamical principle that can give rise to this? 
We will now propose a closed worldsheet description, in terms of a 
linear sigma model, for all A, including the limit A —>• 0. What will 
be special about the A —» 0 limit is that, the worldsheet configurations 
in the IR will consist of two phases in coexistence. In one region the 
2d theory becomes trivial in the infrared and can be integrated out, 
whereas in the other, it corresponds to the sigma model on T*^3 with 
the S'3 shrunk to a point. Moreover, the fields on the boundary between 
these two regions will take values on the S3 in target space. Thus, in 
the IR limit we seem to recover both the open string description with D- 
branes as well as the closed string description from a single underlying 
two dimensional quantum field theory, simply by varying a parameter. 
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4.1    The Stringy Description of Chern-Simons on 

As reviewed in Sec. 2, the Chern-Simons theory on S3 arises from the 
open string A-model in the vicinity of the conifold T*^3. It is conve- 
nient to describe the conifold explicitly as a subspace in C4, defined by 
the relation 

X1X2 — X3X4 — fj, 

The space has a Lagrangian Ss submanifold of size //. (The 53 can 
be seen quite explicitly after a change of variables to Yli=i zi — P- 
Taking z^fi to be real gives the Ss in the conifold.) The fi parameter 
changes the complex structure of the Calabi-Yau T*S'3. However, the 
A-model topological string is independent of the complex structure of 
the manifold. In particular, all amplitudes in the topological A-model 
are strictly independent of //. We will find it convenient to consider the 
limit where // —> 0. In this limit, the equation becomes 

X1X2 — X3X4 = 0 

and the S3 has shrunk to a single point Xi = 0 for all i. Therefore, in 
this limit the topological amplitudes for the A-model will come from 
open worldsheets with Dirichlet conditions Xi = 0 on the boundary. 

4.2    The Linear Sigma Model Description of 
a Blown-up Conifold 

There exists a linear sigma model - an JV = 2 supersymmetric U(l) 
gauge theory - whose low energy dynamics description reduces to the 
usual non-linear sigma model on the S2 blown up version of the conifold 
[35] . One considers an N = 2 U(l) gauge theory with four charged 
chiral fields, a^bi (i = 1,2) and charges +1,-1 for a,b respectively. 
In addition the action has a FI D-term with strength r, as well as a 0 
term iO j F for the £7(1) gauge field. As far as the topological theory 
is concerned, all quantities will appear in the complex combination 
t = r + iQ. Thus having 9 ^ 0 is equivalently to having r ^ 0. Then, it 
was shown in [35] that this model describes, in the IR limit, the blown 
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up conifold, where one has an S2 with kahler parameter t. The basic 
idea is that there is a D-term potential of the form 

^ = e2(|a1|
2 + |a2|

2-|&1|
2-|62|

2-r)2 

Let us consider r ^ 0 (say r > 0), then the potential forces vacuum 
configurations to have either ai or a2 to be non-zero. In other words, we 
are in the Higgs phase. 0i/a2 can be viewed as the complex coordinate 
of the 52, and the two complex normal directions to the S'2 can be 
identified with the gauge invariant combinations bia2 and 62^2- Thus 
the target geometry of the blown up conifold is the same as the Higgs 
phase of this gauge theory. (A similar story holds for r < 0, with the 
a's and 6's interchanged.) To see the complex structure of the conifold, 
note that if we consider the gauge invariant fields 

X1 = ai&i, X2 = a2&2j ^3 = «1&2J #4 = ^2^1 

the Higgs branch is identified with the gauge invariant observables, 
modulo the relation 

X1X2 — X3X4 = 0 

which is the defining equation of the conifold. The FI D-term corre- 
sponds to the same complex manifold given by the above equation but 
with a blown up S2. 

The N = 2 gauge theory has in addition, a complex neutral scalar 
field a in the U(l) gauge multiplet. In the Higgs branch this a field is 
massive, due to interactions of the form 

yint = e2H2(|a1|
2 + |a2|

2 + |61|
2 + |62|

2) 

When r 7^ 0, the Coulomb branch, corresponding to (a) ^ 0 is absent, 
because the FI term necessarily Higgses the U(l) and gives masses to 
the a field due to the above interactions. Thus the a field is irrelevant 
in the IR limit. 

Now, let us consider the limit where t -> 0. In this limit, the low 
energy configurations allow both the Higgs and the Coulomb branch to 
coexist. In the Higgs branch we have the description of the conifold as 
the moduli of vacuum configurations, but now with no 52 blown up. In 
other words it is at the point of the conifold transition. Just as before, 
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the a field is massive in the Higgs branch. However, we now also have 
the Coulomb branch, in which case (tr) 7^ 0 and where all the charged 
fields a*, hi are massive and frozen in the infrared limit at a^ = 6* = 0. 
The Coulomb branch is in fact a free iV = 2 abelian [/(I) gauge theory 
and therefore a trivial free theory in the infrared. 

4.3    The Topological Sigma Model and the Emer- 
gence of D-branes 

The issue now is to dynamically see the emergence of worldsheets with 
holes (and Dirichlet boundary conditions) as t -» 0. As we have seen 
from our discussion of the linear sigma model describing the conifold, 
it is exactly in this limit that the system will have two branches: the 
Higgs branch and the Coulomb branch. In d > 2 one simply fixes 
the vevs of fields so that one is on one branch or the other. As is 
well known, the situation in d = 2 is different, and we have to allow 
all possible fluctuations. In fact, in our case, as t —>- 0, where we have 
both a Higgs (H) and a Coulomb (C) branch, we can write down spatial 
configurations which at x = — 00 start on one branch and at x = 00 end 
on the other. Moreover, one can arrange the energy of this configuration 
to be as small as one pleases.11. The basic point is that if we are in 
one branch, we can change vevs slowly enough over large regions so as 
to cost little energy. In this way, both phases coexist in the worldsheet 
fluctuations even in the IR. Note, in particular that the region for each 
phase could be as big as one wishes it to be. Thus at t = 0 we have 
to consider worldsheets consisting of large regions of different phases 
(H) and (C). Approaching t = 0 from positive values, we would have 
started by only having the (H) branch, and as t become smaller we can 
get arbitrary fluctuations involving patches in the (C) branch. As we 
noted earlier, all the (charged) fields a^bi pick up a mass in the (C) 
branch and are irrelevant in the IR. In fact, their values are frozen to 
zero. Actually, the (C) branch in the IR is a free abelian theory which 
can be integrated out leaving us with an effective theory in the (H) 
branch with gaping holes corresponding to the (C) patches. Moreover, 
the fact that the charged fields vanish in the (C) branch gives Dirichlet 
boundary condition to the fields a* = 0 and bi = 0 at the boundary. In 
other words, we have the same D-brane boundary conditions that we 

11 We would like to thank Sidney Coleman for a discussion on this point. 
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would have expected on the Chern-Simons side in the limit when the 
S3 —> 0. We are thus seeing the D-branes anticipated from our duality 
emerging from the worldsheet description. 

For this picture to be the right one, we also need to show how the 
open string factor of (gsN)B multiplying worldsheets with B boundaries 
arises on the closed string theory side, in the limit where gsN —>• 0. Note 
that we are identifying B with the number of (C) patches of the linear 
sigma model. We will offer a speculative explanation of how this might 
arise. It will be important to verify this idea in a more detailed study. 

Recall the identification, gsN = A = Imt = 9 in the U(l) gauge 
theory (9 appears in the action only in the term 9 f F). Let us assume 
that the (C) patches can be in topological sectors with vortex charge 
of either zero or one. In other words, since we do not have multiply 
charged bound vortices we exclude multiple vortex field configurations 
in a given Coulomb patch. If we now do a path integral in this free 
theory, the boson and fermion determinants will cancel up to a sign. 
Let us assume that in the one vortex sector we get an extra minus 
sign from determinants, compared to the one where the vortex field is 
absent. Thus the contribution from each Coulomb patch will be 

f = l- exp(z0) 

In the limit 9 —> 0, we have f ~ 0 and so we get a factor of fB = 9B = 
(dsN)3 from integrating out all the B Coulomb patches. Note that 
the factor 1 — exp(i9) is the quantum deformation of 0, in the sense of 
quantum groups where 

q - q'1 -> i9 

with q = exp(z0/2). Note also that the contribution 1 — exp(i9) is 
suggestive of the fact, discussed in Sec.3 that a simple Wilson loop is 
expected to give 1 — q2 (up to an overall factor of qa). 

5    Conclusions and Generalizations 

We have seen encouraging signs that the large N/Gravity correspon- 
dence involving D-branes might actually be provable at the level of 
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string perturbation theory, i.e. in terms of certain facts about 2d 
QFT's. There are clearly aspects of our argument in our particular 
example which need to be further developed. In particular, we ob- 
tained Dirichlet conditions from the closed string side in the Ss —>• 0 
limit. But one would like to check that the deformation away from 
this degenerate limit does not destroy the correspondence. Also it is 
important to verify our picture of how gsN factors arise from each hole. 

We have been fortuitous to get an explicit closed string descrip- 
tion of a large N gauge theory which admits completely independent 
checks on both sides. We expect that even this case, simple as it may 
be, will give us more insights into the general nature of the gauge the- 
ory/geometry correspondence. It is heartening that supersymmetry did 
not play any crucial role in our considerations. There are also other 
aspects of this Chern-Simons/topological closed string correspondence 
that deserve study such as the detailed understanding of Wilson Loops. 
This might also be a mathematically fruitful connection to make. Also 
it would be interesting to elucidate the role of the finite size S2 in the 
gauge theory. 

Another natural question to consider is whether the closed topolog- 
ical string on a compact Calabi-Yau can be dual to a gauge theory. If 
there is such a description, given the IR/UV relation, and given that 
the large distance is naturally cutoff in the compact Calabi-Yau, one 
would expect the gauge theory to have a natural short distance cutoff. 
It would be interesting to explore such a possibility in connection with 
integrable lattice models and their relation to Chern-Simons theory. 

There are various immediate generalizations of what we considered 
in this paper. For example, we can consider Chern-Simons theory on 
Lens spaces (or their generalizations corresponding to quotients of S'3 

by discrete subgroups of SU(2)L x SU(2)R acting on 53) and develop 
closed string duals (some aspects of these theories were discussed in 
[13]). One could also consider large N SO and Sp gauge groups in 
a similarly explicit manner. The topological B-model in this closed 
string geometry is also worthy of study. (For example, by wrapping D2 
branes on the 52 and considering closed strings on the T*53 geometry, 
we would be studying the mirror of our present example.) Another 
interesting and plausibly tractable case is that with the N = 4 topo- 
logical string [4] which should be related to 2d field theories (and in 
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particular to Large N principal chiral models which have an interesting 
and exactly solvable mass spectrum etc.) The closed string dual in this 
case describes self-dual gravity theories in 4d which is also the N = 2 
string theory [25]. This raises the fascinating possibility of understand- 
ing the (2, 2) signature self-dual gravity theory in the large N limit of 
a (1,1) signature QFT. It might also be of interest to re-examine the 
string description of QCD2 [9] and perhaps make it as explicit as the 
gauge theory side (See the recent paper of Horava in [9] ). 

Finally, we believe the linear sigma model approach might help in 
deriving the AdS/CFT correspondence. Namely, by considering a linear 
sigma model for an AdS background with a RR flux turned on, we 
expect to automatically end up with the D-brane rules of open string 
theory in the limit where g8N —> 0, presumably via a two phase system. 
This would then be a proof of the AdS/CFT correspondence using 
perturbative string theory techniques. The main task is to first find a 
convenient linear sigma model description of the AdS background with 
a RR flux. Then it is a matter of dynamics to determine whether or not 
the behaviour as gsN -» 0 allows us to, say, integrate a trivial phase 
out, leaving us effectively with a worldsheet with Dirichlet boundaries. 
Moreover, the fact that we need to take ar —> 0 is somewhat similar to 
having a topological limit on the gauge theory side. 
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